We tested the hypothesis that stability of a linear dominance hierarchy is due to each individual being trained to a different level of general aggressiveness. This mechanism, combined with assessment of aggressiveness, is particularly likely when individual recognition is absent, as may be the case in young broods of altricial chicks. Dominance relationships in broods of blue-footed boobies involve trained winning and trained losing, and broods of three chicks form stable linear dominance hierarchies. To test the prediction that chicks of intermediate rank in broods of three express an intermediate level of general aggressiveness, we pitted intermediates against similar sized bottom rank chicks from broods of two (equivalent to bottom rank chicks from broods of three). Contrary to expectation, intermediates failed to outperform bottom rank chicks by attacking first, attacking more, or submitting less. This failure suggests that general aggressiveness of intermediate chicks is not enhanced by the experience of attacking their younger broodmates and does not determine their intermediate rank in the brood hierarchy. Differential training of general aggressiveness may well be important in linear hierarchies of broods, but in dyads that do not differ in their training effects, stable dominance may depend on responsiveness to relative size.
Introduction
Dominance hierarchies are commonplace throughout the animal kingdom and have been studied extensively since the pioneer contributions of
Benavides & Drummond Schjelderup-Ebbe (1935) . We now know much about hierarchies, but we still have only a shaky grasp of the behavioural mechanisms by which they arise and persist in groups of animals. This is partly because different taxa probably exhibit different types of hierarchy supported by different mechanisms, but also because experimental analysis of mechanisms has not kept pace with theoretical modeling of the genesis and maintenance of hierarchies.
It is often proposed that hierarchies depend on trained winning or trained losing, the learning that takes place when individuals have a series of agonistic encounters with other members of the group. Each individual (Scott & Marston, 1953) accumulates a history of wins and losses which condition its agonistic (aggressive and submissive) tendencies in relation to conspecifics generally (Bernstein, 1981) . Those that have mostly won are trained winners and enter new encounters aggressively; those that have mostly lost are trained losers and enter new encounters showing deference and submission. These trained tendencies could largely determine the ranks occupied in the dominance hierarchy. Additional mechanisms such as assessment and probing (Barnard & Burk, 1979; Mesterton-Gibbons & Dugatkin, 1995; Beaugrand, 1997) are frequently expected to play a supplementary role (review in Drummond, 2006), but trained winning and losing are generally taken to be central to the genesis and stability of hierarchies (but see Chase et al., 2002 Chase et al., , 2003 .
Even so, there has been little attempt to confirm that the ordered stable ranks in a group of three or more individuals are due to trained winning and losing. No empirical study has explored how the accumulated training experiences of three or more cohabiting individuals combine to influence their ranks in a natural hierarchy, and it is unclear what training would result in the individual of intermediate rank being aggressive to one group member while deferring to the other. Instead, most empirical work on trained winning and losing has been limited to analysing how winning or losing a single contest affects an individual's tactics and performance in a subsequent contest with a new opponent (review in Hsu et al., 2006) . Hsu & Wolf (1999 , 2001 expanded this approach by analysing effects of two successive contests. Dugatkin (1997) and Beaugrand (1997) suggested that wins and losses early in hierarchy formation train each individual into a particular level of general aggressiveness (including aggressive competence and motivation), and that ordered ranks and their stability arise mainly through each individual assessing from behavioural cues whether its opponent is more or less aggressive than itself, then responding appropriately. According to this view, dif-
